Use this time to ask for prayer
requests and thank God for praise
reports. Pray over the needs of the
children in your Group. Ask God to help
everyone choose to be a PILOT.
Remember to challenge your Group to
do their SOAP each week. By bringing
back their completed SOAP journals,
kids are able to earn 1 SOAP stamp as
well as 1 Silly Soda per week.
Supplies Needed:


None

S = Scripture
O = Observation
A = Application
P = Prayer
Families can SOAP together throughout
the week by visiting
gokids.mydailysoap.org

I will always be
ready to serve God

I will give God my
best

I will be open to the
ways of God

I will focus on the
team

I will love God and
others

Supplies Needed:
 None

“The Human Knot”
1. Arrange Go Group into a circle,
standing shoulder to shoulder.
2. Instruct everyone to put their right
hand up in the air, and then grab the
hand of someone across the circle
from them.
3. Next, instruct everyone to put their
left hand up in the air and grab the
hand of a different person.
4. Check to make sure that everyone is
holding the hands of two different
people AND not holding hands with
someone directly next to them.
5. Instruct Group to untangle themselves to make a full circle without
breaking the chain of hands.
6. If group members break the chain
they need to start over.



Connect time: Go around the circle and have kids tell the group
their first name and the name of
their closest friend.



What does PILOT stands for?
Prepared. Involved. Loving. Open to
God. Team Player.

Supplies Needed:
 None



Tell us about a time when you
have been a team player and
helped a friend? (Answers will
vary)



What is a way you can be a team
player in Go Port? (Show respect,
talk to someone new, participate in
service)



How can you be a PILOT this
week? (Answers will vary: Be respectful, obey parents, help out at
home, be kind to a friend...)

“Puzzle”
Preparation: Hand a piece of puzzle to
each child in the group

Review the Go Answer and Go Verse
as a Group. Consider having kids look
up the Go Verse in their own Bibles.

Instructions: Have the children work
together to complete the puzzle.

Supplies Needed:
 Poster–Puzzle

Go Answer: I will focus on the team

Application: If a child holds onto their
piece and is not a part of the team, the
puzzle will never be complete. The goal
is that each child participates and is a
part of the ‘team.’

Go Verse: “The Lord says, ‘I will guide
you along the best pathway for your
life. I will advise you and watch over
you.’” Psalm 32:8, NLT
Supplies Needed:
 None

